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It is shown that the likelihood ratio of an autoregressive time series of finite 
order with a regression trend is asymptotically normal. This result is used to derive 
the power of a test for positive correlation of the residuals under local 
autoregressive alternatives. The test is based on the Durbin-Watson statistics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall deal with processes where an additional linear 
regression term is introduced. The asymptotic form of the likelihood ratio 
will be shown to be locally asymptotic normal (LAN) under rather weak 
distribution of assumptions on the distribution on the error terms. This fact 
makes it possible to find the asymptotic distribution of various statistics 
under contiguous alternatives, and hence compare them in terms of 
asymptotic efficiency and asymptotic power of tests. 
We shall illustrate how this is done by finding the asymptotic power of a 
test for positive dependence between the error terms based on the 
Durbin-Watson statistics. Another possible application in the same vein, 
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which we would like to mention, is to the maximum likelihood estimator 
studied by Hannan, Dunsmuir, and Deistler [ 141. They derived the estimator 
for a Gaussian model. However, asymptotically it is distribution-free under 
rather general conditions. Hence by applying Theorem 1, which states that 
the likelihood ratio is LAN, one should be able to compute the asymptotic 
distribution of this estimator over contiguous neighborhoods of the true 
parameter point for quite general error distributions. 
For a detailed investigation of efficiencies in pure autoregressive processes, 
we refer to the paper by Akritas and Johnson [ 11. 
Now, let us give some more details of the background for the paper. We 
shall first mention some results from asymptotic decision theory which are 
basic for the following. Suppose the observations Y,,..., Y, have a 
distribution belonging to a parametric family {PB,n : 0 E O}, where we only 
assume that 0 is an open set in a Euclidean space. Fix a particular point 8,. 
The family {P,,,: 6 E 0) is said to be locally asymptotic normal at 8,) if 
there exists a sequence of random variables {Z,} and a positive definite 
matrix r so that for all t 
log(dP ~“+rn-l,?,n/Peo,n) - fZ, + $tlr t+ 0 (1.1) 
in PB,,n probability, and Z, -+ N(0, I-) in distribution under Pe,,n. Here 
dP ~,+tn-~iQJdpeo,n denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the part of 
the measure PBO+fnm,,2,n which is absolutely continuous with respect to PeO,n. 
The expansion (1.1) is exactly what is needed to be able to compute the 
efficiencies of estimates and tests under contiguous alternatives. But the 
implications are in fact much wider. From the theory due mainly to Le Cam 
and Hajek, it follows that it is possible to establish lower bounds for the 
limit of risks of rather general procedures and loss functions, and also to 
characterize the sequences that attain these lower bounds. For more details 
on this point one can consult the papers by Le Cam [ 18, 201 and Hajek 
[ll, 121. 
Furthermore, under the additional assumption that the LAN condition 
holds at every point 67 E 0, Le Cam has showed how it is possible to 
construct estimators which are efficient in the sense that the lower bounds 
for the risks mentioned above, are obtained. The idea is to start out with a 
sequence which is n’12 consistent and modify it appropriately, see 
[ 17, 18, 201 for details. 
Condition (1.1) and hence the corresponding results are valid under a 
variety of assumptions on the distributions of the observations Y, ,..., Y,. 
Under some regularity conditions Le Cam has shown that (1.1) holds for 
independent, identically distributed observations, see [ 18, 191. For obser- 
vations from a stationary Markov chain, see Roussas [24]. Davies [5] and 
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Dzaparidze [9] have studied stationary Gaussian time series. Recently, also 
autoregressive time series with arbitrary error distribution have been treated 
by Akritas and Johnson [ 11. Independent, nonidentically distributed random 
variables have been considered by Ibragimov and Khas’minski [16], and by 
Phillipou and Roussas [23]. For some more general types of dependence, see 
Roussas [25]. 
We want to point out that the rate of convergence n-l’* in (1.1) stems 
from the rate of separation of the sequences of measures {PB+In-,,2.n} and 
{P,,,}. In some cases other types of norming will give the correct rate of 
separation. This will be illustrated in the following. 
In the remaining part of this section we shall state some auxillary results. 
The basic assumptions and main result of the paper will be given in 
Section 2. Section 3 contains the treatment of the test for positive dependence 
of the errors, while the last section contains the details of the proof of 
Theorem 2 of Section 2. 
Let P,,, and P,,, be two sequences of probability measures on the 
measurable spaces (sn, -c4,). Suppose that for each n there is a filtration 
4.k = -@-i/c+ 1 of o-algebras with &&= -Q$. Let P,,n,k and Pl,n,k be the . . 
restrictions to dn,k of P,,, and P,,,, respectively. Let a,,k be the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative on z$k of the part of Pl,n,k which is dominated by 
P O,n,k. Put X,,, = (a,,k/a,,k-1)“2 - 1 where we take a,,O = 1, n = l,... . 
Using a truncation argument, and the central limit theorem for martingale 
differences due to McLeish [22], Le Cam (211 showed 
THEOREM 1 (Le Cam). Assume the following conditions are satisJed, 
all convergences beeing in probability under P,,,. 
(i) mak LLkl + 0, 
(ii) C kXi,k -+ 2*/4, 
(iii) Ck~GChk + 2X,,, I 4+ A- 0, 
(iv) LJW,JK,~ > 1) I4,d+O- 
Then the distribution of A, = log dP,9,/dP,,, is asymptotically equivalent to 
xz,Xn,k - t2/4 under Po,n, and the distributions converge to the Gaussian 
distribution N(-fz*, 7=). 
Often, it will be possible to approximate the Xn,;s with random variables 
Z n,k, so that the following result is true. 
LEMMA 1. The following conditions are suflcient for (i), (ii), and (iv) of 
Theorem 1 to hold: 
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(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.3 
(W 
k 
where the convergence in (1.4)-(1.6) are in probability under P,,,. 
Furthermore, if condition (iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied and 
Et&,, 1 ti%,k-l) = O, (1.7) 
/1, is asymptotically equivalent to 2xk z,,, - r2/2. 
The first part of the lemma is immediate, while a proof of the second half 
can be found at the end of Section 4. Also, notice that condition (iii) of the 
theorem ensures that the singular part of PI,, with respect to P,,, on &,,k 
does not behave too badly, When these measures are mutually absolutely 
continuous, this does not, of course, represent any problem. 
It will thus be sufficient to verify conditions (1.2)-(1.7) to show that the 
autoregressive time series with a linear regression trend satisfy the LAN con- 
dition. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let {xiii=*,..., be a sequence of q x 1 vectors, and suppose that the 
process ( Yn}n=-p+,,-p+2 ,..., can be written 
where 
y, =xg+ vn, n = -p + l,..., 
rln= En- i ejtl,-jV n = l,..., 
j=l 
with xi = 0, i < 0. The vectors 0 = (~9, ,..., 19,)’ and j3 = (/I, ,..., PJ’ are 
parameters. Let X,, = {xu} be the matrix (xi i . . . i x,) and define the q X q 
matrices, 
i=l 
m = o,..., p, n = m + l,... . 
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As usual, prime denotes transposition. We will make the following 
assumptions: 
(A 1) The solutions of the polynomial equation 1 + 8, z + .a- + 
13,zP = 0 are all larger than 1 in modulus. 
(A2) The random variables E,, Ed ,..., are independent and identically 
distributed with finite second moment u* and expectation 0. Furthermore, 
their distribution is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, 
and the density f satisfies 
(i) f(z) > 0 for all z. 
(ii) f is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
(iii) If j-is the derivative off, 
Finally, we assume that 
-w&I Lm4 < a, where tit., f> =.fC~h!!C~). 
(A3)(i) Let D, be the diagonal matrix with elements a,(O),, ,..., u,JO)~~, 
and put 
R,(m) = D,“‘A,(m) D,“2, m = 0, l,..., p 
Assume that lim R,(m) = R(m), m = 0, l,..., p, where R(0) is positive 
definite. 
(ii) maxkx~k/C;!lxf)k-+O as n+oo, i= l,..., q. 
Comments on the Assumptions 
(i) Assumptions (Al) and (A2) imply that the stochastic difference 
equation 
where 0, = 1, has a strictly stationary solution. It is not difficult, using 
arguments similar to those of Billingsley [3] and assumption (A2)(i), to 
show that the asymptotic expansion of the likelihood ratio will be the same 
for all solutions. Hence we can, without loss of generality, assume that we 
are dealing with the stationary one, so that {qnj,, is a pth order 
autoregressive process. 
(ii) From a result in H$jek and Sidik [ 13, p. 2121, see also Hhjek 
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[ 121, it follows from (A2)(ii) and (iii) that f ‘I2 is quadratic mean differen- 
tiable, i.e., 
‘:i t-2 j (f(z + t)1’2 +-(z)“~ - ~tj(z)/“(z)“2)2 dz = 0 
(iii) Assumptions (A3) concerning the behaviour of the regression 
coefficients are similar to those of Anderson [2]. We refer to this monograph 
for some discussion of the statistical implications. 
(iv) The assumpion that E(#(E~,~))~ < co is superfluous in the case 
where the regression trend is absent. 
Now let 8 = (0, ,..., 0,) and /? = (j?, ,..., /Is)’ be fixed, and let t E IRp, b E IRq. 
Denote the distribution of (Y-,+ 1 ,..., Y, ,..., Y,) under the parameter values 
(4 PI by Po.~,n- We want to find an asymptotic expression for the likelihood 
ratio 
dPB+n~l,21.4+onlb,nldP8,4,n 
where {a,} is a suitably chosen sequence of q X q matrices. 
Since R(0) is assumed to be positive definite, there exists a q X q 
nonsingular matrix K so that K’R(O)K = I. Set K, = D;“2K. Then it follows 
from the assumptions that 
K;A,(m) K, = K’D,y1’2A,,(m) D;“2K = K’R,(m)K + K’R(m)K 
for m = 0, l,..., p. Now take a;’ = K,. Then we can write (with t, = 0) 
ii0 Cei + n-"2fi)( Y&i -x;-i@ + a,'b)) 
= fJ @i(Yk-i-X;-ip) + n-"2 igl ti(yk-i-x;-iP) 
i=O 
-9 t?ix;-iK,b - n-‘12 i tiX;-iK,b 
i=O i=l 
= &k + Yn,k* 
Referring to the random variables introduced in Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, 
we define 
z,,, = 0, k = l,..., p 
z,,, = + -2 f3ix;-iK,b + n-“2 
i=O 
gl li(yk-iex;-iP)) $(Ek,f)~ 
k = p + l,..., n. 
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To apply the results from the Introduction we have to show that (1.2) is 
satisfied, i.e., 
lim i WY(~k + Y,,kh!f@kN1’2 - 1 - Zn,k12 = 0. 
k=l 
This will follow from 
lim ’ E(Z,,k--~,,k~(ek,f))2=0 
k:l 
(2.1) 
and 
lim i E(Gf(&k + Yn,kh!!tEk))“* - 1 - +Yn,k#(Ek9f))2 = O. 
k=l 
(2.2) 
The details of the proof of (2.1) and (2.2) are given in the Appendix. Also 
the other conditions of Lemma 1 are shown to hold. In particular, 
2 z2 “,k + (I(f) b’K’ x BiR(I i - jl) ej K) b/4 + I(f) t’At/4, 
k=l i,.i 
where d is the covariance matrix of (q,,..., q,). We thus end up with 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the process {Y,,},= ,,2.,,,, satisfies Assumptions 
(Al)-(A3). Then 
log dP B+n-1/Zt,D+R,b,nldPB,~,~ -n-“’ 2 $ fiqk-i#(Ekyf > 
k=l i=l 
n P 
in P 8,4,n probability with K, = Di112K, where K’R(O)K = I, 
K’x B,R(li-jl)BjK 1 0 
and 
i 
A,, .a. A,-, 
A= i 
A p-l **- A0 
is the covariance matrix of (~7~ ,..., VP). 
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3. THE ASYMPTOTIC POWER OF A TEST FOR POS~VE DEPENDENCE 
We shall now apply Theorem 1 to find the power under local first order 
autoregressive alternatives of a test for positive dependence based on the 
Durbins-Watson statistics. The procedure is straightforward. First we obtain 
a linear expansion of the statistics in question. Using this together with the 
expansion from Theorem 1, we get the joint asymptotic distribution of the 
likelihood ratio and the Durbin-Watson statistics. An application of 
Le Cam’s third lemma, see Hajek and Sidak [ 131, yields the desired result. 
Assume the observations Y1,..., Y,, satisfy 
where 101 < 1, and we let the assumptions otherwise be as in the previous 
section. In particular, we recall that there is no loss in generality to assume 
that vo, rl ,..., is a stationary sequence. 
The least square estimator of /? is 
p, = (x,x;) -‘x,(Y, )..., Y,)’ 
and the residuals are 
Eli= yi-x;/Jn, i = l,..., n. 
The Durbin-Watson statistics, see [6-81, is defined as 
s, = 2 (Eli - Eli&1)2 i: Elf. 
i=2 I i=l 
For testing the hypothesis that the errors are independent, i.e., (0 = 0, p = p), 
against the alternative that 19 is positive, a reasonable approximate test is to 
reject if 
fn”2(S, - 2) > k,-,o, 
where k, _ a is the 1 - a fractile in the standard normal distribution. We shall 
now find the asymptotic power against alternatives of the form 
(e = t/n 1’2, /3 = p>. 
As mentioned above, we first expand S, under the hypotheses of indepen- 
dence, i.e., 8 = 0. To simplify the notation we suppress the index, n, writing 
X, /?, etc., instead of X,, , /?, , etc. We remark that Cy=, Elf may be written 
g1 E: - &‘x’(xx’)-1X&, 
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where E’ = (E r ,..., a,). Using the law of large numbers and assumption (A3), 
it follows that 
” 
n -l c +a2 
i= 1 
in probability. Hence we only have to consider n -“2(C1=2 (Eli - Ei- 1)’ - 
2 Cy=r t:) which by the stationarity of {Yi -x[/?}~=,,~,..., and the 
consistency of /J is asymptotically equivalent to -2n - ‘I2 C;= 2 di tie, . 
However, taking X-,= (O~x,i~~~ix,-,) andX,=(x,:...ix,iO), one 
may write 
~ liZi- = E &i&i-l + &‘X’I(XX’)-lX& 
i=2 i=2 
+ E’X;(xx’)-lx&+ 5 x;(jQ3)x;-,(&p). 
i=2 
From assumption (A3) it follows that the last three terms on the right-hand 
side are tight. Hence 
$P(S - 2) + (u2n”2)-1 i &i&i-1 + 0 
i=2 
in probability. 
From Theorem 1 we obtain that the log likelihood ratio, An, in this case is 
asymptotically equivalent to 
Using the fact that the process (&i-1&i, si-r#(si,f)) is l-dependent and 
stationary, it follows from Billingsley [4, p. 1171, that (jn”‘(S - 2), A,)’ 
asymptotically has a bivariate distribution with mean (0, -~t’a’Idf))’ and 
covariance matrix 
where the expectation is taken under the hypotheses (8 = O,/?= /I). 
Therefore, from Le Cam’s third lemma, cf. Hajek and SidLk [ 131, it follows 
that the asymptotic power of the test 
n”‘(S - 2) > 2k,_,a 
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under alternatives (0 = t/n “‘, j3 = P) is 
We remark that the asymptotic power is independent of p, hence it is the 
same as what we will get when testing for autoregressive dependence under 
the assumption that the observations are independent and identically 
distributed. 
Also, we would like to point out that the expression above gives the 
asymptotic power of any test of the form 
tP(S - 2) > 2/k-,a^,, 
where 8, is a consistent estimator for c. 
4. APPENDIX: PROOF 
We shall give here some details of the proof of Theorem 2. To do that we 
verify that the conditions of Lemma 1 and therefore also those of Theorem 1 
are satisfied. The notation will be as in the previous sections with the 
exception that we let Ck and Ci mean Cizl and CpzO, respectively. 
Proof of (1.2). As pointed out in Section 2, this is done by verfying (2.1) 
and (2.2). As to (2.1), we remark that 
lim 1 E(Z,,, - 
k 
t~n,kti(Ekyf))2 = f lim k$l E?%,k#@kd* 
+alimn-1~(~)~~~fix;iK,b)2=0 
k i 
since the first sum consists of only a finite number of terms which all tend to 
0, and all elements of the vector KAxkpi are dominated in absolute value by 
(x~-~K,,K~x,~~)“* = (x;-~ D,“‘KK’ D;“*xk-$‘* 
< max (Kfj] i xj,k-i/an(o),) 
( 
112 
i.1 
(4.1) 
j=l 
which tends to 0 by assumption (A3)(ii). 
As to (2.2), it will be sufticient to show that lim(B,,, + B,,,) = 0, where 
BI,, = xEI(IVk-iI < KY i= l,--y P><[f(&k + Yn,k)/ftEk)ll’* 
k 
- ’ - hn,kf@kLf))*9 
683/16/1-S 
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B2,, = c EI(IVk-iI 2 K SOme i= L ~)([f(% + Y,,J~(~JI”” 
r 1 -fY”,k4(EkY f))‘. 
To show that B,,, and B,,, tends to 0 we will use the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that f satisfies (A2)(i) and (ii). Then fir any 
sequence 21, + 0 
li? ,;yb j ([f(y + un-‘I* + v,)‘l* -f(y)1/2]/(un-‘/Z + vn) 
. 
- 9-(YMYY’)’ dY = 0 (4.2) 
for all b > 0. Also 
I (f(Y + vY2 -f(Y)“’ - fv4(Y,f)f(y)“*)* dy & v’I(f). (4.3) 
Proof: Suppose (4.2) is not true. Then there is a sequence {u,} and u,,, 
]u,] <b, so that u,+ u,, and 
I ([f(Y + n 
-“*u, + v,y* - f(y)“*]/(u,n-1’2 + VJ 
- ~j*(Y)/f(Y)“‘)’ dY > 6 
for all n and some 6 > 0. But a,, n - “* + v, + 0 so this contradicts the 
assumption that f “* is quadratic mean differentiable. 
As to the inequality (4.3), we shall use the fact that (A2)(ii) and (A2)(iii), 
ensuring that f is absolutely continuous and has finite Fisher information, 
are sufficient for f If2 to be absolutely continuous, cfr Hajek and Sidik [ 13, 
p. 2111. Thus, 
f(y)“’ -f(y + v)“* = f jY+“f(Y)/f(Y)l/* dy. 
u 
From the Holder inequality and the relation (a + b)* & 2a2 + 26*, one now 
gets (4.3). I 
Using (4.2) we see that B,,, is majorized by c,(K) &EY~,~, where 
c,(K) + 0 as n -+ 00 for all K. But 
k k i 
( ) 
2 
+ 5 C C BiX;-iK,b 
k i 
+ 5 2 (n-l’* 2 tix;eiK,b)*. 
k i 
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The first term on the right-hand side in (4.4) stays bounded since by the 
ergodic theorem 
n-‘T ~k-i~k-j+E~~~li-jl as. and in L,. 
A typical element in the second sum has the form 
r eiBj(X~_iK,b)(x~-jK,b). 
k 
But by assumption (A3)(i) 
limz (X;-jK,b)(Xl-iK"b) 
k 
=lim b’K:,Cxk_ix~_jK,b=limb’K~P.(li-jl)K,b 
k 
= lim b’K’ D;“*A”(li-- jl) D;“*Kb = b’K’R(li - jl)Kb (4.5) 
and thus the second term on the right-hand side in (4.4) stays bounded too. 
By the same argument the third term tends to 0. Thus, for any value of K 
lim B,,, = 0. 
Using the second part of the lemma 
B,,,, <I(f) c c EI(I Vk-i/ > K SOme i = l,..., P) d.k’ 
k i 
Bounding JJ~,~ as in (4.4), it follows by the stationarity of {qn}n=--p+l,,,., 
that B,,, can be made arbitrarily small uniformly in n by choosing K large 
enough. 
Proof of (1.3). From the definition of Z,,, we have the following bound 
CEZfi,k,<21(f)x (EXLiKnb)’ 
k k i 
+2n-‘EC Ct. ( 
k i 
tqk-i#(&kv f)) ’ 
and it follows from (4.5) and the stationarity of {qn}n=-p+l,..., that 
Ck EZ:,k is uniformly bounded in n. 
Proof of (1.4). We have to show that maxk (Z,,,I -+ 0 in P0,4,n probability. 
This will follow from 
mfx max 1 Xl- iK, bd(sk 7 f >I + 0 (4.6) 
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mtx m;x 1 n -"2Vk-idtEk~f)l+o (4.7) 
both in Po,D,n probability. 
But q&,f), k = l,..., are i.i.d. with finite second moment and zero expec- 
tation. Hence (4.6) will follow from (4.1) and (4.5) since 
P,,aJmax, maxi 1 X;-iKnb#(Ek,J)I > 6) is majorized by 
d-2 C C (X~-iKnb)2E4(ck, f)2r(lxLiKn4((Ek,fl > @* 
k i 
The relation (4.7) is proved in a similar way using the stationarity of 
{Viii=-p+l,..: 
Proofof (1.5). We will show that CkZi,k converges in probability under 
P 8,4,n. But up to a term which tends to 0 in P8,4,n probability when n -+ co 
+ n-’ T  (F Iivk-i) * d(Ek,f)2/4 
Now from (4.1) and (4.5) it follows that 
m;x c BixLwiK,b 
(i 
)‘(c (xH,x;_,Kab)*) -‘+O. 
k i 
Thus CkCieiXA-iK,b#(&k,f) is asymptotically normal, and by relative 
stability, cf. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [lo], 
2d(Ek.f)zjICr)br~e~K’~(li-jl)Kejb (4.8) 
ii 
in P8,4,n probability. 
By the ergodic theorem 
“-‘$ (T fi’l*i)2 4(&k, f)’ -+ I(f) ” “9 
where A is the covariance matrix of (q 1 ,..., ztp)‘. Finally, that the cross term 
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tends to 0 in P 8,4,n probability will follow from the Markov inequality if we 
show that 
But this is a consequence of assumption (A2)(iii), (4.1), the fact that 
~%I/-p+*,..., is stationary and the fact that E 1 q, qjl < (const.) dj, where 
0 < d < 1. Hence (1.5) is satisfied with r2 equal to 
I(f)b’ K’2:B,R(li--jl)B,K)b+I(f)r’dr 
( i.j 
Proof of (1.6). Remark that 
-wZ~,kWn,kI > f> I K,k-11 
is bounded by 
EZi,kW;x IZ,,A > 9. 
Hence it will be sufficient to show that ‘&Z:,, is uniformly integrable. 
However, 
From (4.8) and the convergence of the sum of the means of the first term on 
the right-hand side of (4.9), it follows that this sum is uniformly integrable. 
The same is true for the second sum by the L, convergence in the ergodic 
theorem. 
Proof of (1.7). From the definition of Z,,, it follows that (1.7) is 
satisfied if E#(ek, f) = 0, k = 1, 2 ,..., i.e., if If(r) dz = 0. But this is a conse- 
quence of Lemma 1.2.4.a in Hajek and Sidik [ 131. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The first half of the lemma is straightforward, so we 
only prove the secondhalf. Take V,,, =X,,+ - Z,,, - E(X,,, I d&r). Then 
E( V,,k I JZ&- ,) = 0. By a well-known martingale inequality 
But 
EC Vi,kG2EC Wn,,- Z”,kY + 2E c (E(X,,k I 4,k- 1v. 
k k k 
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The first term on the right-hand side tends on 0 by assumption (1.2), while 
the last one satisfies 
k k k 
which tends to 0 by (1.2) and (1.7). We shall now show that 
in P ,,n probability. This will prove the lemma, since then 
r x,,,, -z,,, + 2*/8 + 0 
T 
(4.10) 
in P ,,n probability. The statement (iii) of Theorem 1 implies that (4.10) is 
equivalent to 
I: E(X:,k 1 A,k-1) + r2/4 
k 
in P ,,n probability. But by (1.2) and (1.6) this is in turn equivalent to 
c E(z~,/tc(Izn,,l < f> 1 K,k-1) -+ 5*/4- 
k 
Since PO,,(&z$(Iz,,kI > f) > 6) < PO,,(maxk Iz,,,I > 8) when 0 < 6 < f, 
it follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that 
in P O,n probability. Hence (4.10) will follow if we show that 
c z~,kz(Izn,kI < f> -E(%,k~(IZn,kI Q f> I “%,k-I)+ o (4.11) 
k 
in P ,,n probability. 
But here we can use some results from the literature on dependent central 
limit theorems. By (3.15) of McLeish [22] it follows that the conditional 
Lindeberg condition 
T  E(Zi,/& > Izn,kI > 6 I ‘-$k-1) + o 
in P ,,n probability for all 6 > 0, and 
(4.12) 
lim lim;uppo,n 
K-rCO 
T  E(Zi,kz(iZn,kI < f> 1 &,k-l) > K, =O c4.13) 
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are suffkient for (4.11) to hold. From (1.3) it is immediate that (4.13) is 
satisfied. Finally the conditional Lindeberg condition (4.12) follows by an 
argument along the lines of Lemma 3.5 in Helland [ 151. 
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